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NEAR

• The first asteroid mission

• The first spacecraft visit to a C-type asteroid 
(flyby of 253 Mathilde)

• The first asteroid rendezvous (433 Eros)
– First orbital operations around a small, irregular body

• The first asteroid landing (433 Eros)
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More “firsts”

• Programmatic and institutional firsts
– First planetary mission at APL (also a first for 

NASA)
• First use of internet for internal and 

external project communications as well 
as outreach
– A.F. Cheng blog, NEAR image of the day

• First missions with open data policy 
requirements and archive requirements to 
the Planetary Data System
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“faster, cheaper, better”

• NEAR: a new way of doing business, at 
lower cost, with acceptable risk 



NEAR 
Implementation
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• APL responsible for project management

• APL spacecraft

• APL provided facility instruments
– NASA selected facility instrument science team

– NASA selected a participating scientist team

• APL responsible for mission operations

• JPL responsible for navigation and DSN 
support
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Management Principles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These principles were new in 1994 but are viewed now as business as usual
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Simple Spacecraft

AFC lab notebook, January 1991
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Focused Mission

[original slide scanned from hard copy which predates Powerpoint]
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Facility Instruments

[scanned 
original 
slide with 
ancient 
typos]



PI Mission 
Management

• How to balance the tensions of PI mission 
management (who does what)
– The PI
– The PM (and PS if you have one)
– The institution (project management and line 

management)
• The challenges of leading a strong team

– You don’t know everything
– You must make decisions
– You need your team
– Your team needs you 11
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How it was done

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This seems quaint now but was new to NASA in 1994
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Schedule set in 1992
and followed through launch
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Mission Operations 
learned in flight

• Concept of operations developed after launch 
for a small team
– There was no good model for NEAR (the last orbital 

mission was Galileo)
• Little or no simulation of orbital operations

– No previous orbital mission around an irregularly 
shaped, small object

– Navigational accuracy could not be predicted
– Spacecraft predicted to safe often (which did NOT 

happen)
• Eros flyby was in some sense a blessing
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PDS Archive Delivery

• PDS was in its infancy when NEAR was 
organizing and implementing its delivery
– PDS was defining its processes, procedures, and 

archive definitions
• NEAR data successfully archived
• Lessons Learned:

– NEAR had different data format for Science Team 
than PDS (re-create data for archival purposes)

• learned to define project data formats in a PDS approved 
format

– Review of PDS data formats with PDS began past 
mission midpoint

• learned to start review process at mission start (with data 
format definitions) and team with PDS (Data Archive Working 
Group) to facilitate intermediate reviews



Mathilde Encounter
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would have made the wrong decision (I would have said no, it was too dangerous, used too much fuel, showed lack of focus). Farquhar was right.
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One very bad day

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sometimes you get lucky
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U-turn After Burn Abort
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The First Asteroid 
Landing

• Spacecraft not designed for landing

• Touchdown at ~1.6 m/s, 316 million km from Earth

• Spacecraft 
acquired 
scientific data 
for two weeks 
after landing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There was fresh memory of late 1999 failures of Mars Climate Orbiter (formerly Mars 98 lander) and also the Mars Polar Lander and DS 2 probe. Lest we forget, NEAR also had the burn anomaly in late 1998. NASA was not anxious to see another failure.We were forbidden to even talk about a landing. We learned to say ‘descend to the surface’Needed for science, in order to meet the gamma ray spectrometer prime objectives
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Mission Success
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Science Success

• All science objectives met or exceeded

• More science and data returned than 
originally planned
– More than 10x number of images

– Two low altitude flybys (under 5 km)

– Landing and science operations on the surface

• No major spacecraft anomalies at Eros
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Mission Milestones

• Launch (February 17, 1996)

• Mathilde Encounter (June 27, 1997)

• Earth Flyby (January 23, 1998)

• Eros Flyby (December 23, 1998)

• Eros orbit insertion (February 14, 2000)

• Eros landing (February 12, 2001)

• Landed science operations through end of mission 
(February 28, 2001)
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Geologically Active 
Surfaces 

Lobate, downslope-oriented bright streaks at 2.5 m/px in crater Selene
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A pond 
and a 
nearby 
debris flow



Stereo Close-ups
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Ponds and split boulders? The NEAR landing site
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